
)dryd( yely
3:00

)dryd( rayra¤ẍe 
7:15

)dryd( d¤pen§yv¥g̈e i
8:30

)dryd( ra ¤x lx¤U¤r
9:45

En§zprA §x` dEn§zpyely d

En§zp§y dizmi

Counting Things  - ¥i dnMy?    2.9.2

x¤U¤r cr zg`¥n xeR §q¦l ©r¥cei in? 

 Be sure to respond with a complete sentence. ?y¥i dnM

1.  How many students (f) are in the class?  yi                EhqcdziMA zei¦h§p
2.  How many women are in the picture  )miyp(                                                                   

3.  How many girls are in the picture? )zecl§i(                                                                  

How many young women are in the picture? )zepA(                                                    
Can you write down your telephone number using the Hebrew words for the numbers?
_____________________________________________

What time is it?   - ?dryd dn   2.9.3

Use with the Software Chapter 3 Drill “Telling Time in Hebrew”

For now we will only tell time for the quarter hour, half hour, or hour.
You don’t have to say dryd  (“the hour”)  when you answer.    ?dryd dn

Remember to use the feminine gender for numbers when telling time.

4.
5.
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What time is it?   - ?dryd dn :libxz   2.9.3

Now look at the clocks below and write in the time you see on the face of each clock.

 

SUBJECT PRONOUNS: SINGULAR FORMS - Ebd zen§y  2.10

Use with the Software Chapter 2:8 “Past Tense Verbs and Pronouns”
Hebrew has ten subject pronouns.  In this chart you see the forms that your instructor has
already been using in class.  They are the singular forms.  You will learn the plural
forms in Unit Three.  (see §3.4)

i¦¦p£̀ I

dŸ©̀  you (masculine)

§Y©̀you (feminine)

`Edhe

`i¦dshe

  2.10 zixara lretd  USING VERBS IN HEBREW - 

The Citation Form of the Verb  - ceqi zxEv  2.10.1

When we refer to a verb, we will usually "cite" it (refer to it) using the Hebrew
verb-form that represents the a)  past tense, b)  third-person singular,  c)  masculine,
i.e. the form equal to "he"  Ed`
This form is called the citation form.  For example,  he  studied – Ed` cnl .

Here, cnl  is the citation form
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az§kin i¦z§a©zk̈ ip` mb ,o¥M
?`l dnl...zix§a¦r§a

                              Subject-Verb Agreement in the Past Tense -  dn`§zd 2.10.2

Subject-Verb Agreement in the Past Tense for one and two syllable verbs:  In the
past tense there is a separate form for each pronoun.  Study the examples below for
the pronouns `ed   and  ip`.  Try to derive the rule for forming the past tense form of

the verb cnl  when used with ip`.   (As you can see from these examples, the

subject pronoun  ip` does not have to be included with the verb.)

CITATION  FORM    c©n̈l
Two - Syllable Verb (cn + l)

cnl `EdHe studied

zix§a¦r i¦z§c©n̈l ip`I studied Hebrew

zix§a¦r i¦z§cnlI studied Hebrew

  CITATION FORM    r©c̈i
Two - Syllable Verb (rc + i)

rci `EdHe knew

zix§ar iz§r©c̈i ip`I knew Hebrew

zix§ar i¦z§r©c̈iI knew Hebrew

CITATION FORM   a©zM̈
Two - Syllable Verb (az + k)

 `A §̀l az§kin iz§a©zM̈ ip`to Dad I wrote a letter

`A §̀l az§kin iz§a©zM̈I wrote a letter to Dad

CITATION FORM   g©kÿ 
Two - Syllable Verb (gk + y)

gkÿ `EdHe forgot

zixar iz §g©kÿ xaMI already forgot Hebrew
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CAUTION! Read Slowly. This stuff is really important.

FYI
Sticky Note
We mean the number of syllables in the Citation Form. For example in the verb למד "he learned," there are two syllables: la + mahd. In this lesson we are only working with verbs that have the vowels /ah/ + /ah/ in the two syllables.



dia`Îlza izxb ip`

CITATION FORM    xb̈ 
One Syllable Verbs (xb)

xb̈ `EdHe lived

l¥z§a iz §xb̈ ip`Îaia`I lived in Tel Aviv

l¥z§a iz §xb̈Îaia`I lived in Tel Aviv

Observations
1.  Look carefully at the vowels of the verbs in the four examples.  Notice how

the vowel patterns before the suffix are the same for "first-person singular" =
"I" or the "third-person singular" = "he" in the case of each verb. There is a
pattern.

As stated above,  you do not need to use the pronoun ip`  with the verb

because the ending  -iz  indicates the pronoun. However the pronoun Ed`  is
usually not omitted when a noun subject is not specificed (for example: Dan
said hello.)  He said Hello  mely xn` `ed ,       NOT:  mely xn`. 

 PAST TENSE, SECOND PERSON AND THIRD PERSON xar onf-   2.10.3

Use with the Software Chapter 2:9 “Dictation: Past Tense Verbs”
                 

Now study the following examples and see if you can derive the rules for conjugating
verbs when you use z`\ dz`  or when you use  `id. Write down what you think.

Past Tense:   Second Person    =  "you"    ,dz̈ ©̀  z©̀  

Third Person      =  "she"    `i¦d
Where did you (ms) study Hebrew, Dan? zix§a¦r z̈§c©n̈l dti`,?oc 

?zix§a¦r §z§c©n̈l dti`  ,dpix Rina, where did you (fs) learn Hebrew? 

qei?az§kin z̈ §a©zM̈ in§l , Yosef, to whom did you (ms) write a letter?

qei ,azkin z̈ §a©zM̈ inl? To whom did you (ms) write a letter, Yosef?

,z̈§r©c̈i  Ki ¥̀,?miig  How did you (ms) know, Chaim?

, §z§r©c̈i  Ki ¥̀,?zEx  How did you (ms) know, Ruth?

?dä§zM̈ `id dn What did she (fs) write?

?z̈ §xb̈ dti`Where did you (ms) live?

2.
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d¤ti azM `Ed

Observations

1.  When you pronounce the past tense verb forms for dz` (masculine) and z`
(feminine), you hear the differences in the verb ending. Write an example:
                                                                                                      

2,  When Hebrew is written without vowel marks it's easier to decide how to read a
form like  zazM  (masculine or feminine?) if the subject is mentioned first
becauese it gives us a clue to the vowel of the verb’s suffix!

3.  When the verb precedes the subject the reader has to look ahead in order to know
how to read.

?dpix ,zixar z§cnl dŸti ¥̀Where did you learn Hebrew, Rina? 

?dp §tc ,az§kin z§a©zM̈ in§lTo whom did you write a letter, Dafna?

?dpix ,x ¤t¥qd z` zazMDid you write the book, Rina?
?cec ,x ¤t¥qd z` zazMDid you write the book, David

4.  Look at this pair: 

a©zM̈ `Edhe wrote

da§zM̈ `idshe wrote
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Verb Chart -  milrt zl§ah  2.10.4

There are three possible  English translations for each form of a hebrew verb.
You can use the verb azk as your model for other verbs whose citation form
has the same vowel sequence as azk (for example: “learned” l n c )

l©rẗ i ¦z§l©rẗ\  Past Tense for verb pattern -

M̈ i¦p£̀§a Å©zi¦zI wrote, did write, was writing

z̈ §a Å©zk̈ dz̈©̀You (masc. sing.) wrote, did write, were writing

k̈ §z©̀Å©z§z§aYou (fem. Sing.) wrote, did write, were writing

a©zk̈ `EdHe wrote, did write, was writing

dä§zk̈ `i ¦dShe wrote, did write, was writing

k̈ Ep §g©p£̀Å©zEp §aWe wrote, did write, were writing

k̈ m¤z©̀  *Å©z§am¤zYou (masc. pl.) wrote, did write, were writing

k̈ o ¤z©̀  *Å©z§ao¤zYou (fem. pl.) wrote, did write, were writing

Ea§zk̈ m¥dThey (masc. pl.) wrote, did write, were writing

Ea§zk̈ o ¥dthey (fem. pl.) wrote, did write, were writing

In formal Hebrew these forms
are §a©z§k¤Åzo  and §a©z§kÅ¤zo  with
the accent on the last syllable.
(The red mark indicates the
accented syllable Å¥qx ¤t )

•
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